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Dimensiones de exclusión social: 

La vivienda informal en la Ciudad de Panamá 
 

RESUMEN. 

 

Contexto. América Latina tiene el proceso de urbanización más rápido de las regiones del 

mundo.  Los latinoamericanos de las áreas rurales acuden a las ciudades en busca de nuevas 

oportunidades, pero la planificación metropolitana no ha seguido el ritmo de la increíble 

expansión de las poblaciones urbanas. Sin una autoridad, el desarrollo se produce de una manera 

casual y no reglamentada. En toda América Latina y el Caribe, una gran proporción de los 

ciudadanos no puede comprar la casa más barata disponible en el mercado de vivienda formal. 

Con el fin de acceder a la ciudad, estas familias recurren a la informalidad, o la construcción de 

sus propias casas en los asentamientos de ocupantes ilegales sin título legal de la tierra, la 

construcción o las regulaciones del espacio del barrio, o la prestación de servicios públicos, 

como el saneamiento, recolección de basura, servicio de agua potable, sistemas de electricidad o 

carreteras. 

Debido a estas condiciones adversas , la Organización de Naciones Unidas (ONU) 

considera muchos asentamientos informales en su definición operativa de “tugurios.”  En 

Panamá, aproximadamente el 40 % de la población vive en “tugurios” según la ONU. Aunque la 

información sobre las condiciones actuales de vida es importante, el desarrollo informal debe ser 

considerado como un fenómeno histórico y sistemático. Sólo esta perspectiva revela el alcance 

de la exclusión social en el sistema de producción de vivienda. En consecuencia, el Foro y 

Observatorio Urbano, encabezado por el arquitecto, urbanista y antropólogo Dr. Ariel Espino, 

trata de elucidar los orígenes de cada barrio en el área metropolitana de la Ciudad de Panamá . El 

área metropolitana incluye siete distritos administrativos; donde le toman horas a los residentes 

de los suburbios llegar al centro de la ciudad de Panamá para el trabajo cada día.  También ellos 

sufren de las condiciones de “tugurio” en sus barrios de origen. 

Las metas específicas. La ONU y otras organizaciones han generado una gran cantidad de 

datos e informes sobre “tugurios” en toda América Latina, pero los estudios que indican que la 

permeabilidad de los sistemas de exclusión no se han presentado en Panamá hasta este momento. 

Este proyecto tuvo como objetivo mapear el desarrollo informal de viviendas en el área 

metropolitana de Panamá, y también ilustrar la relación entre los orígenes de desarrollo de un 

barrio y sus disposiciones de infraestructura. 

Métodos. Usamos la inspección visual de fotos aéreas históricas y actuales de 

GoogleEarth de los siete distritos administrativos del área metropolitana, y también las fuentes 

de archivo con respecto a la historia de barrio y el crecimiento urbano de la ciudad de Panamá, 

para clasificar cada barrio del área en una de cuatro categorías: formal privado, formal público, 

informal, o mixto.  Usamos QGIS para hacer estas clasificaciones.  Los datos del Censo Nacional 

de Panamá 2010 se correlacionaron a cada barrio, dando a los investigadores acceso a una 

variedad de información demográfica y socioeconómica. Estos datos se utilizaron tanto para 

calcular el número de familias y casas en cada tipo de desarrollo de la vivienda, y también para 
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ver la prestación de servicios públicos del barrio. Estos mapas fueron comparados con los de tipo 

de origen de los barrios con el fin de aclarar la relación entre el tipo de vivienda de un barrio y de 

su infraestructura . 

Resultados. Este estudio reveló que el desarrollo informal representa alrededor del 40 % 

de las viviendas de la ciudad de Panamá, en gran parte en los barrios de la periferia del área 

metropolitana.  En total, un 44 % de la población que vive en los barrios informales.  Alrededor 

del 45 % de la población del área metropolitana de vive en casas desarrolladas por el mercado 

formal privado, que representan alrededor del 50 % de las viviendas construidas en la Ciudad de 

Panamá.  Proyectos públicos formales contribuyen con alrededor del 10 % de las viviendas y de 

la casa alrededor del 11 % de la población. 

Los asentamientos informales son más propensos, a veces por un amplio margen, a la 

falta de servicios como electricidad, agua potable, recolección de basura y el saneamiento. Los 

datos generados por las clasificaciones de los barrios confirman que una proporción importante 

del área metropolitana de la Ciudad de Panamá fue construido en una manera informal.  Los 

barrios informales tienden a agruparse en la tierra periférica o marginal (o áreas que antes eran 

marginales), y son mucho más propensos a la escasez de infraestructura presente en los 

proyectos privados o planificadas por el Estado. 

Conclusiones. El movimiento de los latinoamericanos de zonas rurales a entornos urbanos 

va a  seguir continuando en el futuro. Este proceso continuará generando una nueva población 

urbanizada sin la capacidad de comprar una casa en el mercado formal.  Por eso, tenemos una 

situación actual claramente insostenible de desarrollo informal no regulado.  Las familias de 

Panamá necesitan una alternativa flexible al mercado privado. Viviendas autoconstruidas no son 

necesariamente problemáticas ellas mismas.  De hecho, ellas son adaptables; una familia puede 

poseer una casa y a mejorarla con tiempo. Las condiciones observadas en los barrios informales 

son el resultado de la falta de autoridad, la planificación y la gestión.  En programas de “lotes 

con servicios,” el estado proporciona lotes demarcados y titulados con servicios públicos 

instalados.  Entonces, los ciudadanos pueden construir sus propias casas.  Este proceso hace 

frente a la realidad del crecimiento de la población urbana.  Si bien no representan una verdadera 

solución equitativa a la cuestión fundamental de la exclusión social del mercado de viviendas, la 

regulación de las viviendas autoconstruidas son una solución a los problemas de infraestructura 

más urgentes. 

Los problemas asociados con el desarrollo informal sólo se podrán remitir por los ajustes 

a gran escala en el sistema de producción de viviendas.  Los ciudadanos tienen que demandar de 

sus gobiernos, y los estados necesitan ofrecer a sus electores, un aumento en las existencias de 

vivienda asequible, bien gestionada, y convenientemente ubicada.  La planificación urbana será 

clave para el futuro de las ciudades: viviendas baratas y autoconstruidas deben ser integradas en 

la concepción de lo que es una ciudad.  Los residentes actuales de los barrios informales son 

miembros integrales de la vida económica, social y cultural de una ciudad.  La calidad de sus 

vidas diarias afecta a la metrópoli total.  Sólo cuando su lugar en la vida urbana este seguro serán 

ciudades con un camino sostenible hacia el futuro. 
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Mapping social exclusion: 

Informal housing in Panamá City 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. 

 

 Context. Latin America is the most rapidly urbanizing of the world’s regions.  As rural 

Latin Americans flock to cities in search of new opportunities, metropolitan planning has not 

kept pace with the incredible expansion of urban populations.  Without the presence of an 

overarching authority, development occurs in a haphazard and unregulated manner.  Throughout 

Latin America and the Caribbean, a major proportion of citizens cannot afford the cheapest 

house available in the formal, private housing market.  In order to access the city, these families 

turn to informality, building their own homes in squatter settlements without legal land title, 

building or neighborhood space regulations, or the provision of large-scale public services, 

including sanitation, garbage collection, potable water service, electricity, and road systems.   

Due to these adverse conditions, the United Nations considers most informal settlements 

under its operational definition of “slums.”  In Panamá, approximately 40% of the population 

lives in “slums” according to UN-Habitat.  While information about current living conditions is 

important, informal development must be considered as a historical and systematic phenomenon.  

Only this perspective will fully reveal the extent of exclusion in the housing production system.  

Accordingly, the Foro y Observatorio Urbano (Urban Forum and Observatory), headed by 

architect, urban planner and anthropologist Dr. Ariel Espino, seeks to elucidate the 

developmental origins of each neighborhood in the greater metropolitan area of Panamá City.  

The metropolitan area includes seven administrative districts; residents of the outer-lying 

suburbs often endure long commute times to reach the center of Panamá City for work each day, 

in addition to the “slum”-like conditions they may face in their home neighborhoods. 

Specific goals. While the United Nations and other organizations have generated a wealth 

of data and reports regarding “slums” throughout Latin America, studies that indicate the 

pervasiveness of exclusionary systems have not been produced in Panamá thus far.  This project 

aimed to map informal development in the metropolitan area of Panamá, and to illustrate the 

relationship between a neighborhood’s developmental origins and its infrastructural provisions. 

Methods.  Using visual inspection of historical and current GoogleEarth aerial photos of 

the metropolitan area’s seven administrative districts, as well as archival sources regarding 

neighborhood history and urban growth in Panamá City, each neighborhood was classified into 

one of four categories using QGIS: formal private, formal public, informal, or mixed 

development.  Data from Panamá’s 2010 National Census was correlated to each neighborhood, 

giving researchers access to a variety of demographic and socioeconomic information.  This data 

was used both to calculate the number of families and houses in each type of housing 

development, and to map the provision of public services by neighborhood.  These maps were 

compared to those of neighborhood development origin in order to elucidate a relationship 

between a neighborhood’s housing type and its infrastructure. 
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Results.  This study revealed that informal development accounts for about 40% of 

Panamá City’s housing units, largely in neighborhoods on the peripheries of the urban area, with 

higher proportions of informal housing in the outer commuting districts.  In total, about 44% of 

the population lives in informally developed neighborhoods.  About 45% of the metropolitan 

area’s population lives in houses developed by the private formal market, which account for 

about 50% of homes built in Panamá City.  Formal public projects contribute about 10% of the 

housing and house about 11% of the population.  

Informal settlements are more likely, sometimes by a wide margin, to lack services such 

as electricity, potable running water, garbage collection and waste management.  The data 

generated by neighborhood classifications confirms that informal development covers a major 

proportion of the metropolitan area of Panamá City and houses a major proportion of its citizens.  

Furthermore, informal neighborhoods tend to be clustered together on peripheral or marginal 

land (or areas that were formerly marginal), and are much more likely to evidence deficient 

infrastructure than are private or state-planned projects.  

Conclusions.  The movement of Latin Americans from rural to urban environments 

shows no signs of slowing.  This process will continue to generate a newly urbanized population 

without the means to purchase a house in the formal marketplace, which has led to the current, 

clearly untenable situation of unregulated informal development.  Families need a flexible 

alternative to the private market.  Self-built housing is not necessarily a problematic approach in 

itself; indeed, the approach provides adaptable means to own a home and improve upon “as you 

go.”  The “slum” conditions observed in informal developments result from inadequate authority 

in planning and management.  Approaches in the vein of “sites-and-services,” in which the state 

provides demarcated, titled, and serviced lots on which citizens can build their own homes, offer 

a proactive approach to deal with the reality of urban population growth.  While not representing 

a truly equitable solution to the fundamental issue of housing market exclusion, such regulation 

of self-built housing goes a long way towards solving the most pressing infrastructural concerns 

associated with informal development. 

Ultimately, the problems associated with informal development can only be addressed by 

large-scale adjustments to the current exclusionary housing production system.  It is up to 

citizens to demand of their governments, and states to provide to their constituents, an increase in 

stocks of affordable, well-managed, and conveniently located housing.  Urban planning will be 

key to the future of cities: low-income and self-built housing must be integrated into the 

conception of what a city is, not a segregated afterthought squeezed in wherever it can fit.  

Current residents of informal developments are integral members of a city’s economic, social 

and cultural life, and the quality of their daily lives affects the metropolis as a whole.  Only when 

their place in urban life is secured will cities truly represent the way of the future. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL INFORMATION. 

 

El Foro y Observatorio Urbano (Urban Forum and Observatory) is a branch of el Foro y 

Observatorio de Sostenibilidad (Forum and Observatory of Sustainability), a joint project of 

researchers from the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute (STRI), el Instituto de 

Investigaciones Científicas y Servicios de Alta Tecnología (INDICASAT), la Universidad 

Católica Santa María la Antigua (USMA), and McGill University.  Begun in 2012, el Foro y 

Observatorio de Sostenibilidad seeks to promote continuity, stability, and dialogue amongst the 

variety of existent sustainability efforts in Panamá.  El Foro y Observatorio Urbano specifically 

aims to generate data and discussions regarding housing and transportation as indicators of social 

exclusion in Panamá City. 

Based at la Universidad Católica Santa María la Antigua, el Foro y Observatorio Urbano 

is headed by Dr. Ariel Espino.  Dr. Espino has a degree in architecture from USMA, a Master’s 

in urban planning from the University of Arizona at Tucson, and a PhD in socio-cultural 

anthropology from Rice University.  He has worked in all three disciplines both in the United 

States and Panamá, and is a member of the American Planning Association and the American 

Institute of Certified Planners. From 2004 to 2009, Dr. Espino led la Oficina del Casco Antiguo 

(OCA), an office of el Instituto Nacional de Cultura responsible for revitalizing Panamá’s 

historic neighborhood in a way that protected the tenancy rights of the area’s lower-income 

residents.  He now works as an independent consultant with his own architectural firm, Grupo 

SUMA, which emphasizes social and environmental responsibility in urban planning.  

 

CONTACT INFORMATION. 

 

Host. 

Dr. Ariel Espino, PhD 

Founder and President, Grupo SUMA  

Oficina 1304, Edificio Capital Plaza  

Paseo Roberto Motta   

Costa del Este, Ciudad de Panamá  

Email: naespino@cableonda.net  

Telephone: (507) 300-0360 

 

 

 

 

GIS Manager. 

Carlos Gordon 

Website: metromapas.net 

Email: info@metromapas.net or 

carlosg16@gmail.com  

 

Intern. 

Camille Zolopa 

B.A. Anthropology 

McGill University, Montréal, Canada 

Email: camille.zolopa@mail.mcgill.ca  

PLEASE SEND THANK-YOU NOTES TO BOTH DR. ESPINO AND MR. GORDON.  

mailto:naespino@cableonda.net
mailto:info@metromapas.net
mailto:carlosg16@gmail.com
mailto:camille.zolopa@mail.mcgill.ca
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INTRODUCTION. 

 

Urbanization as a phenomenon is not new, but its scale and pace have increased 

exponentially in the modern era.  Currently, over half of the world’s population lives in cities 

(WHO 2014).  Of all the world’s regions, Latin America has urbanized most rapidly; currently, 

almost 80% of people live in urban areas (CEPALSTAT 2010).  In Panamá, almost half of the 

population of the nation lives in the roughly 2,560 square kilometers of Panamá City and its 

suburbs (INEC 2010).  The greater metropolitan area stretches along the Pacific coast, from 

Pacora in the east, across the Canal to Capira in the west, and north to Las Cumbres.   

These outer districts of the metropolitan area are characterized by high levels of informal 

development, settlements in which people have illegally occupied or subdivided land and 

constructed their own houses outside of the regulations and norms established by housing 

authorities (Fernandez Tachiquin 2009, translation mine).  In 2009, in an official directive 

attempting to “define and formalize” settlement types, Panamá’s housing ministry defined 

“informal settlement” as “characterized by the establishment of group of people in a given 

physical space without obeying building criteria regarding the distribution of housing, public 

spaces, parks, public easements and other elements of community planning”
1
 (MIVIOT 2009, 

translation mine).  

As a social and spatial phenomenon, informal development goes by many names and 

definitions, reflecting its highly context-specific nature.  Characterizations of informal housing 

generally emphasize one of two closely interrelated aspects: the illegality of neighborhood 

                                                           
1
 Decreto Ejecutivo No.19, 30 de abril de 2009, “Que establece un procedimiento especial de 

expropiación extraordinaria para definir y formalizar los asentamientos comunitarios por antigüedad y 

dicta otras disposiciones.” Asientamiento informal es la “situación de hecho caracterizada por el 

establecimiento de grupo de personas en un espacio físico determinado sin que la distribución de las 

viviendas, espacios públicos, áreas verdes, servidumbres públicas y demás elementos de la comunidad 

obedezcan a criterios urbanísticos.”  (MIVIOT 2009) 
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origins and/or planning (i.e., MIVIOT 2009; Fernandes 2011) or the current conditions of the 

neighborhood (i.e., UN-Habitat 2002; Glaeser 2011). Many informal settlements fit the UN 

operational definition of a “slum,” based on their inadequate access to safe water and sanitation 

infrastructure, poor structural quality of housing, overcrowding, and insecure residential status 

(UN-Habitat 2002). Though the label “slum” often connotes inaccurate stereotypes, these factors 

do negatively affect the quality of life for residents of informal developments, in Panamá and 

around the world. 

Informal settlements are associated with the major negative affects of urbanization: high 

rates of crime, illness, and congestion (Glaeser 2011).  Due to the precarious nature of their 

housing, residents of informal developments are more vulnerable to natural disasters, and are 

also more likely to live in an environmentally “unsustainable” way, often by virtue of the areas 

they are forced into, which may be on public land intended as a nature reserve, or in places with 

high traffic and contamination levels such as industrial zones or garbage dumps (Bouillon 2012). 

Overcrowding and unsafe building practices contribute to these conditions, as well as a lack of 

access to infrastructure and services such as sanitation, garbage collection, clean water, 

electricity, and public transit.  Poor health can contribute to students missing school, which 

further exacerbates the disparity in economic opportunities available to informal neighborhood 

residents.  Physical and/or social separation from the center of the city reduces access to cultural, 

recreational, sporting, and political activities (Bouillon 2012). 

In Panamá, approximately a third of the urban population lives in “slums” (UN-Habitat 

2001).  This trend is similarly widespread throughout Latin America and the Caribbean; in 2001 

the United Nations estimated that 35% of all people living in the region reside in “slum” 

settlements.  One must consider this percentage in terms of daily lived experiences, as the UN 
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does; however, the operational definition will be affected by any change in current conditions.  

Housing that is substandard today may be upgraded to an acceptable standard by providing 

services after the fact
2
 and thus no longer quality as a “slum,” but such improvements do not 

change the housing production system that necessitates informal development.  A shortage of 

affordable housing will remain problematic, leaving over a third of Latin Americans without a 

place to live at formal market prices.  Citizens will still be compelled to take matters into their 

own hands, both literally and figuratively, constructing dwellings wherever and however they 

can, in an attempt to join in the wealth of opportunity that exists in cities such as Panamá. 

Thus, informal housing, in the form of the illegal occupation or subdivision of lands, 

results from an exclusionary housing market. In 2012, the Inter-American Development Bank 

(IDB) found that 38% of Panamá City’s households cannot afford the cheapest house available 

on the formal market (Bouillon 2012).  As shall be demonstrated, this number agrees quite 

closely with the proportion of informal housing found in our study (see RESULTS AND 

ANALYSIS).  We suggest that this represents not a mere correlation but in fact a causal 

relationship: families that cannot afford to buy a house formally must build their own if they 

wish to live in the metropolitan area. 

Admittedly, the Inter-American Development Bank’s study only considered the ability of 

a family to buy, as opposed to rent, a house.  Some cities with affordability gaps between 

housing prices and real incomes, such as Paris or New York City, solve the problem by 

becoming ‘rental’ cities.  Panamá, however, has not yet embraced rental housing to the extent 

that other nations have.  Thus, the inability of a family to buy a house may serve as a reliable 

indicator of the exclusionary nature of housing production in the city (Espino, personal 

communication). 

                                                           
2
 For a much larger some of money than would have been required initially (see Fernandes 2011) 
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A housing market that provides for only two-thirds of the urban populations is clearly 

malfunctioning.  Housing is as a key component of a city’s overall urban planning and 

management.  Panamanians are quick to mention congestion and squatting (“invasiones”) as 

problems that plague their city.  However, there does not exist publically accurate and precise 

data regarding the proportion of citizens that live in informally developed neighborhoods, or the 

exact relationship between neighborhood origins and the various types of exclusion mentioned 

above, from public services, full legal rights, transportation, and socioeconomic opportunity.  El 

Foro y Observatorio Urbano seeks to gather and disseminate such data and thus stimulate 

discussion regarding social exclusion in Panamá City.   

Neighborhoods grow informally as a response to exclusionary housing markets, in which 

high prices make formal homeownership impossible for many citizens.  Therefore, this study 

will focus on an examination of neighborhood origins in its classification of “informal” and 

“formal” developments.  Though not always the case, these characterizations often correlate with 

the current conditions of the neighborhood, including the factors that the United Nations uses to 

characterize “slum” settlements.  In order to better assess the extent and the problems of informal 

housing in the greater metropolitan area of Panamá City, this paper seeks to characterize the 

neighborhoods of the conurbation by their developmental origins, and to illustrate some of the 

infrastructural challenges that residents of these neighborhoods face. 
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METHODOLOGY. 

 

 As this project aims to elucidate the relationship between informal developments and 

deficient infrastructure, a key first step was the definition of “informality,” and its opposition to 

“formal” constructions.  These definitions have been outlined above. 

In order to classify neighborhoods of Panamá by their historical origins, we relied on 

aerial photographs, both historical, provided by archival sources, and current, with the use of 

Google Earth technology.  Neighborhoods were classified by their earliest appearance in 

historical photos, wherever possible, into the following construction categories: formal private, 

formal public, informal, mixed, or vacant.  

In aerial photographs, areas of formal private construction evince regular distributions 

and patterns of dwellings and organized layout of streets, allowing each dwelling access to 

through streets and major roads.  Formally developed neighborhoods often have clearly 

demarcated public spaces for parks and communal buildings such as schools and churches (see 

APPENDIX A1). 

Public developments demonstrate many of the same traits as formal projects, with an 

organized layout of dwellings, streets, and public spaces.  Distribution, pattern and even size ad 

style of houses in public developments may be rather rigidly pre-planned, with a grid-like feel in 

comparison to the informal neighborhoods that often surround them  (see APPENDIX A2).  

However, it is important to note that over time, public developments can come to look 

indistinguishable from formal private ones as residents of both neighborhoods use and modify 

their homes and spaces. 

Thus, formal developments, whether private or public, share a number of characteristics.  

In order to differentiate between the two, archival sources, academic publications, and 
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consultation with experts in Panamá City history filled in the gaps in our knowledge.  For more 

recent developments, we consulted the records of el Ministerio de Vivienda y Ordenamiento 

Territorial (MIVIOT), the Panamanian governmental body responsible for housing and urban 

planning.  All formal projects are required to register with MIVIOT, and the “mover” of the 

project can be classed as a private or public entity.  Public “movers” may be listed as “gobierno” 

(government) or “oficina pública” (public office) but also registered under el Banco Hipotecario 

Nacional or el Banco de Ahorros, both of which are publically-funded banks intended to give 

low-interest home-financing loans (MIVIOT records 2013).  For neighborhoods that grew before 

MIVIOT’s record keeping began, namely those near the city center, we relied on the work of a 

number of academics and researchers (i.e., Cabrera Arias 2009; Rodríguez Mora 2008; Úribe 

1989). 

Informal settlements are clearly differentiated from the other types of construction based 

on aerial photographs.  Roads are irregular, curvilinear, or nonexistent; dwellings are irregularly 

distributed and vary in size, orientation, style, and material construction.  Indeed, the 

nonstandard building materials and “build-as-you-go” etic often observed in informal 

developments contribute to the haphazard appearance of these neighborhoods from above (see 

APPENDIX A3).  For confirmation of a neighborhood’s informality, some settlements may be 

registered with MIVIOT as regularized or legalized developments that began informally; they 

may also appear in historical sources such as newspaper articles or the academic sources 

mentioned above.  

All the neighborhood classifications were performed using QGIS 2.2: Valmiera, a Python 

program.  A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet managed a wealth of data from el Ministerio de 

Viviendas y Ordenamiento Territorial (MIVIOT) and el Instituto Nacional de Estadística y 
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Censo (INEC), including the ethnic identities present in the neighborhood and various quality-of-

life indicators such as the number of households without access to sanitation, garbage collection, 

potable water, and/or electrical services.  Thus, we could correlate neighborhood origin type and 

various aspects of infrastructure. 

QGIS work provided the link between numerical and spatial data; to process and 

visualize the numerical data I used the online Tableau Public program.  This website can synch 

to the same spreadsheets used to create GIS attribute tables and thus maintain an up-to-date 

representation of the data. 

A total of three field visits were made, two to Villa Esperanza and one to the affordable 

housing projects in Casco Antinguo, Casa Rosada and Casa Boyacá.  We conducted informal, 

largely unstructured interviews with residents of these neighborhoods on February 10
th

 in the 

context of a scoping visit (Villa Esperanza), and March 24
th

 (Casco Antiguo) and 25
th

 (Villa 

Esperanza) in a class situation. 

This project was carried out in full compliance with the research Code of Ethics of 

McGill University (see APPENDIX E). 
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS. 

 

Informal development accounts for about 40% of Panamá City’s housing units, largely in 

neighborhoods on the peripheries of the urban area, with higher proportions of informal housing 

in the outer commuting districts of La Chorrera, Arraiján, Chame, Chepo, and Capira.  However, 

the influence of a neighborhood’s origins on its present condition is demonstrated by the 

continued abundance of informal housing in San Miguelito, a district that was peripheral in the 

1970s, but has since become engulfed by the development of the city (see APPENDIX B). 

The table and graphs in APPENDIX C summarize this study’s findings regarding 

neighborhoods and residents of each housing type.  About 45% of the metropolitan area’s 

population lives in houses developed by the private formal market, which account for about 50% 

of homes built in Panamá City.  As mentioned above, about 40% of housing in the metropolitan 

area developed informally, with 44% of the population living in informal neighborhoods.  

Formal public projects contribute about 10% of the housing and house about 11% of the 

population.  

Thus, the proportion of houses built formally by private enterprises outstrips the 

proportion of the Panamanian population that actually lives in these developments.  This 

suggests that population density is higher in informal settlements, which have a greater share of 

the population than of housing units.  Furthermore, some houses in the formal private sector 

must be standing empty, while informal neighborhoods may be overcrowded.  We posit that the 

observed unequal distribution of space results from exclusionary housing markets. 

Looking at correlations between a neighborhood’s housing classification and its 

infrastructure demonstrates that informal settlements are more likely, sometimes by a wide 

margin, to lack services such as electricity, potable running water, garbage collection and sewage 
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management (see APPENDIX D).  The few neighborhoods classified as containing “mixed” 

housing also exhibit reduced access to public services, which we suspect owes mainly to the 

presence of informal settlements in these areas. 

Electrical and water services are the most widely distributed through the metropolitan 

area.  This may reflect the fact that these services are easier to install: residents of informal 

settlements can demand these services from the government in highly visible, street-closing 

protests, or even allow themselves unofficial, informal access by tapping in to the power lines of 

formal developments (Gordon, personal communication). 

However, other services are much more difficult and costly to install, and thus are much 

less equitably distributed.  Consider the most extreme example in this study, the lack of 

sanitation services in informal settlements.  If 44% of Panamá City’s residents occupy informal 

housing, and 47% of houses in neighborhoods classed as “informal” do not have access to a 

sewage system, then about 21% of the metropolitan area’s population, or roughly 332,000 

people
3
, are denied this basic service. 

The data generated by neighborhood classifications confirms that informal development 

covers a major proportion of the metropolitan area of Panamá City and houses a major 

proportion of its citizens.  Furthermore, informal neighborhoods tend to be clustered together on 

peripheral or marginal land (or areas that were formerly marginal), and are much more likely to 

evidence deficient infrastructure than are private or state-planned projects.  

Limitations.  The data regarding neighborhood population and household density, as well 

as the proportion of houses that lack various services, comes from the 2010 Panamanian national 

census.  As with any governmental data, it cannot be considered infallible; and, four years after 

                                                           
3
 This is an extremely rough estimate based on 2010 census data. Population of the metropolitan area of 

Panamá is given as 1,272,672 people (INEC Panamá 2010).   
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its publication, the population of Panamá City has undoubtedly grown.  However, we believe 

that the census data offers a good representation of the situation on the ground.  

There remain a few “holes” in the GIS shapefiles of the neighborhood data set, including 

both projects that appear to be too recent to have been included in census data, and supposed 

neighborhoods that do not yet show signs of any kind of development in aerial photos.  The 

neighborhood classifications and associated data should undergo consistent scrutiny, checked 

against both governmental sources and expert knowledge, to ensure the accuracy of conclusions 

that can be drawn from these results. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION. 

 

Humanity’s historically rural culture is giving way to a predominantly urban one on a 

global scale.  Cities concentrate human populations, offering new opportunities as well as 

challenges.  Linked to processes of modernization, industrialization, and globalization, 

urbanization can intensify inequalities of income, political power, even the use of space and 

time.  Some citizens are barred from the very advantages that cities alone can provide.   

As inequalities become more pronounced and seemingly insurmountable, as fewer and 

fewer residents are able to participate fully in the political, social and cultural life of the city, 

trust in the system as a whole is lost, revealing the precariousness of a city’s foundations.  Urban 

economies, and indeed national economies, depend on the ability of people to mix 

professionally, intellectually, and socially, generating and sharing new ideas, activities, services, 

and initiatives.  Indeed, a city is a concentrated labor market (Blumenfeld 1971).  Ignoring the 

talents of huge swathes of the population drastically weakens a city’s economic, social and 

cultural life.  If the city is to be the way of the future, it must be an equitable endeavor.  Only 

then will urban life be viable.  

Making urban living sustainable is key to the future of Latin America, a region in which 

approximately four-fifths of the population lives in urban centers.  The current situation is 

untenable, with a full third of Latin Americans unable to access adequate affordable housing.  

This study has demonstrated that just over 40% of Panamanians are excluded from the formal 

housing market.  Sadly, compared to the Inter-American Development Bank’s 2012 estimates of 

housing market exclusion, Panamá City’s affordability gap is nowhere near the worst.  Many 

cities exclude 60-70% of their inhabitants, with Caracas, Venezuela given the dubious distinction 

of most exclusionary city.  Eighty percent of Caracas’s residents cannot afford the cheapest 
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house for sale (Bouillon 2012).  When the private market excludes such a large proportion of the 

urban population, citizens take matters – and land – into their own hands, constructing self-built 

or “informal” housing, the definition of which has been discussed above.  Thus, the operation of 

the housing market produces a “singularly visible, stigmatizable group” of people (Peattie 1994).  

Residents of informally built neighborhoods experience both spatial and social marginalization, 

which affect physical and mental health, legal recognition as full citizens, and participation in the 

economic, cultural, and political life of the city. 

Issues of infrastructure, legal rights, and sociospatial segregation plague the inhabitants of 

informal settlements.   As this study has demonstrated, informal communities are much more 

likely to lack adequate access to public services such as potable water, sanitation, electricity and 

garbage collection.  Houses may also be built poorly or of unconventional materials, and 

informal neighborhoods may be densely populated to the point of overcrowding, which can 

contribute to the spread of epidemic diseases (Fernandes 2011) and school delinquency (Bouillon 

2012).  Lacking an overarching authority figure, it is difficult for informal communities to 

organize and set aside committed public space for schools, parks, and regular roads.  Weak 

authority and lack of policing can also contribute to safety issues in informal settlements, which 

may become havens for criminal and/or violent activity (Espino, in print).  All of these 

conditions negatively influence residents’ physical, mental and emotional wellbeing. 

Without legal title to the land they occupy, informal settlements are vulnerable to removal 

by property owners and/or government bodies, especially if they are located on land that 

becomes desirable for private developers, as has occurred along the coastline of Panamá City in 

neighborhoods such as San Sebastián and Boca la Caja (Jaramillo 2013).  In order to avoid legal 

conflicts or evictions, informal neighborhoods grow in marginalized spaces where they are least 
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likely to be challenged, such as public or communal lands, areas removed from the city center, or 

as intensifications of existent “slums” in the city proper.  Thus, the urban poor are segregated, 

reinforcing spatially the structures of power operating in society (Espino, in print). 

Sociospatial segregation makes participation in city life difficult for the approximately 

44% of Panamá City’s denizens that reside in informal settlements.  Every day, residents of the 

outer reaches of the metropolitan area pour in to the center of Panamá City, located between the 

famed Canal and the modern high-rises of Costa del Este, where the majority of the country’s 

jobs are located.  To reach this center of commerce, cultural activity and job opportunity from 

the farthest ends of the nominal metropolitan area is a journey that can require a three-to-four-

hour commute by public transit (Espino, in print).   

Further limiting their access to the city system, lack of legal title frequently prevents 

informal homeowners from using their land as mortgage collateral; without this guarantee banks 

are unlikely to offer loans that could be applied to small businesses, schooling, or improvement 

of housing itself (Fernandes 2011).  Despite being denied access to formal financing, the fact of 

having a house in the city allows residents of informal neighborhoods entry into urban 

economies nonetheless.  With some measure of space at their disposal, citizens can enter a world 

of small businesses, operating on the basis of personal connections, long-term relationships, and 

social bargaining (Peattie 1994).  Housing becomes not only a place to stay, but also a center of 

resources.  Thus, in spite of its marginalization, informal housing can in fact provide some of the 

benefits of urban life.  Such individual initiative must be matched by the work of larger 

institutions to ensure more equitable access to markets, cultural exchanges, and other uniquely 

urban opportunities. 
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Sociospatial segregation has been normalized for many urban residents, in Latin America 

and around the world.  We as global citizens have come to expect a certain appearance from a 

major metropolis, and it may seem ‘natural’ that people with similar tastes and cultural 

preferences should group themselves together (see Bourdieu 1984 for more on taste).  Though 

this was not the case during much of human history, the spatial segregation of different social 

classes has been the norm throughout the 20
th

 century. 

In analyzing the patterns of informal housing development in Panamá City, one can 

elucidate a physical history of the city’s growth, with informal neighborhoods developing in 

areas that were once peripheral to the city.  Through the 1930s, when the colonial area San 

Felipe was the extent of the city proper, informal workers’ neighborhoods El Chorrillo and 

Marañón grew outside of the city walls (Uribe 1989).  In the 1970s, lower-income Panamanians 

flocked to government-owned land outside of the city center; the largely informal neighborhoods 

they created are so distinct that the area is now its own district, San Miguelito.  This was the 

decade of General Omar Torrijos, whose interest in reshaping the redistributing land and people 

is unmatched in Panamanian history.  The Torrijos government purchased vast tracts of land in 

then-peripheral San Miguelito to build a variety of affordable housing projects.  

One of these projects was called Villa Esperanza, or the “Town of Hope.”  An expansion 

of the ‘piso-techo’ (“floor-and-ceiling”) model, houses in Villa Esperanza featured two rooms 

totaling 45 square meters in area.  Villa Esperanza’s residences were constructed cheap enough 

to be financed at 20.00 Balboas per month, with unpainted clay-brick walls, concrete floors, zinc 

roofs, a wooden frame, doors, and windows, and an exterior latrine toilet.  The titled lots were 

200 square meters, with the original house placed at the back of the lot in the expectation that 

families would improve and expand their houses forward as they established themselves in the 
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city (Comisión de Alto Nivel del Distrito de San Miguelito 1978).  A recent visit to Villa 

Esperanza revealed the accuracy of that prediction: most families have expanded and 

personalized their homes to such an extent that the original uniformity of the neighborhood is 

hardly to be believed. 

Government interest in social housing waned in the 1980s, and the area of Tocumen, once 

the lonely hub of the airport, was informally settled.  In the 1990s the metropolitan area stretched 

to the west, into the districts of Arriján and La Chorrera (Espino, personal communication).  The 

city’s expansion and economy boomed with the return of Panamá’s sovereignty over the Canal in 

2000, incorporating formerly peripheral regions into the commuting shed.  Today, the growth of 

‘metropolitan’ neighborhoods feeding into central Panamá City continues to the west, east, and 

north.  The city cannot continue to expand in this way for much longer, however; the 

aforementioned daily commute times will soon prove a limiting factor for workers. 

Over time, informal settlements may ‘regularize’ through their own efforts and those they 

demand of the state.  Houses made of sheet metal or found wood will gradually be rebuilt with 

the concrete blocks favored in Latin American construction, and the government may be induced 

to provide electricity and water services, which are more difficult and expensive to install after a 

neighborhood has already established itself.  In some Latin American nations such as Perú and 

Brazil, the government has engaged in large-scale titling initiatives with the aim of providing 

tenure security to informal settlements (see Fernandes 2011).   

Panamá’s Casco Antiguo neighborhood, a UNESCO World Heritage Site since 1997, has 

undergone a process of gentrification in recent years.  For many years the district had become 

increasingly characterized by gang activity and deteriorating historic buildings, but as tourists 

and high-end boutiques began the enter the area, residents feared they would lose their 
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occupancy in one of Panamá’s last affordable central neighborhoods.  La Oficina del Casco 

Antiguo, a part of el Instituto Nacional de Cultura, undertook a project that sought to make the 

neighborhood safer, as well as upgrade some of the housing occupied by low-income renters and 

squatters.  La Oficina was able to upgrade some publically owned buildings in the neighborhood, 

while maintaining their historic character by creating small apartments with very low monthly 

rents, each featuring a private toilet and building maintenance by an external manager.  In 

addition to residential space, areas for small businesses were preserved, allowing for the kind of 

small-scale enterprises, such as shoe repairs, convenience stores, and salons that might otherwise 

have been replaced by upscale boutiques (Espino 2007).  Low-income residents are able to 

continue to live in a central, accessible district and benefit from the economic and cultural 

opportunities brought about by gentrification.  The kind of renovation exemplified in Casco 

Antiguo, as well as the regularization efforts seen in other parts of Latin America in the form of 

servicing or providing legal title to informal lots, undoubtedly improve residents’ quality of life 

and tenure security.  However, it is a neighborhood’s origins, not its present condition, that 

reveal the workings of social exclusion in the housing market. 

Some Latin American governments have attempted to address the problem of urban 

growth more systematically.  Curitiba, one of Brazil’s largest cities, has been hailed as a prime 

example of creative urban planning (Irazábal 2002).  Architect, urban planner, and later three-

term mayor of Curitiba Jaime Lerner led a planning initiative in the 1960s to control urban 

sprawl, reduce traffic in the downtown area, preserve the historic sector, and introduce a 

“convenient and affordable” public transit system, as well as promote more open green space in 

the city and encourage recycling in exchange for bus tokens (Irazábal 2002).  Despite the 

creativity and organization of these master plans, all of which have undoubtedly improved both 
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residents’ satisfaction and Curitiba’s international reputation, the Inter-American Development 

Bank found that 52% of families could not afford to buy a home in the city (Bouillon 2012).  

Even in a city planned like an architect’s dream, some key players and pieces are forgotten. 

Governments often have a hand in regulations that serve to exacerbate housing 

segregation.  It is policy that dictates the price of housing (Peattie 1994).  As many municipal 

governments depend on residents’ property taxes for their income, it is in ‘everyone’s’ interest 

for land and housing values to rise and tax money to be reinvested in the neighborhood.  Thus, 

the enforcement of building codes intended to keep up a neighborhood’s land values becomes a 

tool of gentrification (Ward 2012).  Some building codes are necessary to ensure the safety of 

residents, but for many poor citizens, price is more important than quality of housing (Peattie 

1994).  States often demonstrate a privileging of private interests beyond regulatory controls.  In 

2013, the Panamanian National Assembly passed Act 44, an amendment to the Criminal Code 

making squatting on private land punishable by one to six years in prison (León 2014).  The 

criminalization of informal residency is an affront to all those low-income citizens seeking 

opportunity in a city that does not provide a place for them to live. 

Urban anthropologist Lisa R. Peattie (1994) argues that price is more important than 

quality of housing for the urban poor.  This study contends that location must also be a factor 

under examining.  In observing the results generated by this project, it is clear that price is indeed 

a determining factor, causing informal housing to grow on the peripheries of the metropolitan 

area where land is cheapest.  However, in attempting to address the problems that arise with 

informality, location and quality must come into consideration together with affordability.  If the 

urban poor are continually segregated into large, cheap housing developments on the outskirts of 
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the city, the fundamental issue of inequitable access to the benefits of urban life remains 

unresolved. 

An additional aspect of neighborhood life that has not been explicitly addressed thus far 

is the matter of ‘neighborhood pride.’  In both of the Panamanian case studies discussed above, 

residents express newfound pride in their surroundings.  As a visit to the neighborhood revealed, 

Villa Esperanza’s homeowners feel secure enough in their land title to build upon their homes 

and form strong, long-term community ties.  Many residents of Casa Rosada and Casa Boyacá, 

two of the renovated houses in Casco Antiguo, had been born in the area or lived there much of 

their adult lives.  They expressed their contentment with the safety and architectural beauty of 

their home neighborhood (Díaz, personal communication).  The reduction of crime in Casco 

Antiguo and the provision of tenure security in Villa Esperanza have contributed to the physical, 

mental, and emotional wellbeing of their inhabitants.  These important components of quality of 

life complement and extend the improvements wrought by well-regulated infrastructure. 

Informal housing is pervasive in Latin America as a region, and the private market will 

not provide affordable housing on its own (Carazo 2011).  Latin American governments must 

intervene in order to provide affordable housing stocks to their citizens, and, realistically, also to 

allow self-built housing to proceed in a more organized manner.  Peruvian and Brazilian efforts 

to ensure tenure security and improved standards of living in informal settlements through 

regularization (see Fernandes 2011) are examples of well-intentioned policies that serve to 

ameliorate the symptoms of informal development rather than address the root cause.  In order to 

address the growth informality in a lasting and systematic manner, states must first have land at 

their disposal (Ward 2012).  In the aforementioned Panamanian projects, Villa Esperanza was 
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built on then-peripheral land seized by the government; renovations in Casco Antiguo were only 

possible in buildings that the state already owned (Espino 2007). 

Many of the problems associated with informal housing arise because these 

neighborhoods lack a central authority: someone with the power to set aside land for public use 

such as parks and schools, to provide large scale services such as sanitation and potable water, to 

ensure legal security, and to preclude the encroachment of crime and deterioration.  Currently, 

many states provide these full benefits of citizenship only to those residents with sufficient 

economic, social or cultural capital.  However, leaving nearly 45% of city residents without 

adequately cheap, convenient and comfortable housing, and the access to full urban citizenship it 

implies is palpably untenable.  The state must find a way to intervene and provide housing that is 

not only affordable and livable, but also located in such a way so as not to segregate members of 

the city community. 

A recent news article claimed that there are 352 informal settlements in Panamá City.  Of 

these, the author claims that 154 are located on private fincas (León 2014).  Some scholars have 

suggested that private developers may exploit regulations intended to aid informal settlements in 

gaining legal land title (i.e., Uribe 1989; Fernandes 2011).  By allowing informal development to 

occur on their lots, private owners will be spared the trouble of extending roads and services to 

the area when the state regularizes the informal neighborhood.  Then, private developers are free 

to evict squatter settlements and build their own projects on newly serviced, physically 

accessible land (Gordon, personal communication).  Of course, such plans would be thwarted by 

regularization policies that include titling, but contemporary governments are often reluctant to 

be seen to ‘grab’ land from private owners.  Future research is necessary to discern how 

pervasive and serious this problematic strategy is, so as to make proper policy recommendations. 
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Additionally, more research is necessary into other aspects of social exclusion operating 

in cities today, especially the aforementioned issue of commuting times.  The continued 

segregation of informal housing affects the daily lives of workers, their employers, and 

ultimately urban economy as a whole.  A study that confirms the correlation between commute 

times and informal housing, much in the way that this project has confirmed the relationship 

between a lack of infrastructural services and informal development, would be useful to 

policymakers seeking to improve public transit and physical accessibility. 

A legal system that privileges individual property rights contributes to a laissez-faire 

urban development and results in informal housing, sociospatial segregation, and environmental 

degradation. This study has demonstrated a clear correlation between informality of housing and 

deficient infrastructure, and has mapped the spatial segregation of neighborhoods in Panamá 

City.  Future research into the effects of living in sociospatially segregated cities, such as precise 

and accurate data regarding commute time-costs to peripheral residents, will serve not only to 

enhance our knowledge but hopefully also push community members and governmental bodies 

to take action in the search for a more equitable and sustainable urban future, in Panamá City and 

around the globe. 
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